Improving South Asian American Students’ Experiences
...Begins with you!

ISAASE Toolkit 2018

ISAASE is always looking for teacher input to improve our resources and our efforts to support students
and the community. To find out how you can get involved, please get in touch with us at
contact.isaase@gmail.com or visit us online at ISAASE.org.
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This document prepared for I SAASE.org by Dr. Punita Chhabra Rice, Ed.D. (punitarice.com). The multi-phase mixed-methods
study informing this report was conducted with the support of Johns Hopkins University School of Education.

The Data on South Asian American Students’ Experiences
The following are selected data findings from D
 r. Punita Chhabra Rice' s dissertation research on the K-12
experiences of South Asian Americans in U.S. schools. The selected results below illustrate the experiences of
South Asian American students, especially as related to the impacts of low teacher cultural proficiency.

The Myth of the Model Minority
The model minority stereotype (also called the model minority myth) is a perception of
Asian students as being perfect: highly intelligent, capable, respectful, and
hardworking (Li, 2005; Hirschman & Wong, 1986; Wong, 1980). Many teachers may
assume their Asian American students fit this description (including teachers in Dr.
Rice's study). In fact, over three-quarters (77.7%) of participants reported their
teachers seemed to believe the model minority myth, and seemed to think they were
smarter than peers of other backgrounds.

Why is this a big deal?
The "model minority myth" is misguided and misleading, and is a false stereotype
(Leong, Chao, & Hardin, 2000). Even if we ignore the implications of a teacher
engaging in stereotyping about students, and ignore what belief in the stereotype says
about the teachers' general cultural proficiency or multicultural education readiness,
the model minority myth is still harmful. The model minority myth hurts Asian
American students, whether they are low-achieving or high-achieving, and creates
divides between these students and others. It may also lead teachers to provide less
support to their Asian American students, as they may believe the students need less
support than they actually do.
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The Impact of the Model Minority Myth
Even if we argue that the model
minority myth is a positive stereotype,
we need only look at the impact this
myth has on lower achieving students,
whose needs may be overlooked
because of cultural proficiency that
could be improved.
Rahman and Paik's (2017) study
reports that South Asian Americans in
the United States are diverse and
varied. In particular, their work shows
that occupational trends for South
Asian American are bimodal, and while
there are many South Asian Americans
who may have financial and academic
success, a great many South Asian
Americans work in lower-wage jobs
and have lower academic achievement.
Teacher cultural proficiency, then,
becomes even more important; these
kids do not fit the model minority
stereotype; they come from families
that do not (or are unable to) provide
supports teachers assume they are
receiving… and teachers may not be
providing it either.
Even in the best case scenarios,
the highest achieving students still
experience greater pressure from
teachers (who still do not understand
them or may not bother to get to know
the students as individuals). Further,
they may still be less likely to receive
additional supports teachers may
provide other students, and when they
succeed, it is in spite of being
overlooked.
Moreover, the model minority
myth creates divides between Asian
Americans members of other minority
groups (Leong, Chao, & Hardin, 2000).
This is consistent with the findings of
Lee (2015): the model minority

stereotype “promotes interracial
tension between Asian Americans and
other groups,” including other minority
groups and White Americans (p. 2).
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Impact of Cultural Proficiency on Support
Belief in the model minority myth (as well as a tendency to overgeneralize about South
Asian/Asian students) may result in a tendency to assume all students from these
groups should fit the model minority stereotype, and consequently, may not need
general or specific support; this may lead to overlooking these students' needs.
In fact, a majority (68.2%) of South Asian American participants in Dr. Rice's study
reported that teachers seemed to think they needed less help than their peers from
other cultural or racial groups. For the
great many South Asian and other
Asian American students who do not fit
the stereotype, experience academic
underachievement, or have special
needs, the model minority myth can be
invalid, inaccurate, and harmful,
especially if it results in receiving less
support than they might actually need.
Even for those who are high achieving,
it can still present them with a great
deal of pressure, including pressure to
fit into a particular stereotype, or can
compound existing pressure they face from other sources. Moreover, the model
minority stereotype creates divides between Asian American and other populations.
Plus, most of these students do have greater needs than those met by the support they
receive. In a constructed response question, most (70.6%) participants indicated that
their teachers could have better supported them or their academic needs (see chart).
Additionally, a majority (64.7%) of participants felt teachers seemed to believe they
needed less help developing time management and organizational skills than peers
from other cultural/racial groups.
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Specific Supports Students Needed
Specific supports participants indicated that they wanted: Individual help, review
opportunities, 'general' academic supports.

Additionally, participants reported wanting supports (that might be best classified as
general best practices) related to executive functioning: chunking of instructions and
directional information, check-ins on student progress, reminders to write down
assignments, support in developing organization/time management skills.
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A great majority (72.9%) of South Asian American
participants indicated that their K-12 teachers had low
cultural proficiency, as measured through an item
indicating teachers did not understand the students and
their cultural identities or backgrounds.
Moreover, most (81.2%)
participants felt teachers
knew little about them
compared to students from
other backgrounds (chart not displayed). And, most
(63.5%) participants reported teachers made assumptions
about them based on their backgrounds.
Also: Over half (51.8%) of South Asian Americans felt
teachers tended to lump them in with other Asian American subgroups (chart not
displayed).

...But what about teachers’ side of the story?
Teachers' Self-Reported Proficiency
Dr. Rice's research also included a small (n = 15) quantitative survey, where teachers rated their level of
proficiency related to South Asian American students. These particular findings are not generalizable
due to the sample size, but still offer a starting point:
●
●
●

Almost half (47%) of participants reported they
were culturally competent related to South
Asian Americans
Only about a quarter (27%) reported they lacked
cultural proficiency
Only about a quarter (27%) reported they were
“neutral” (neither lacking proficiency, nor
proficient)

Phrased differently, over half of teachers did not
identify as culturally proficient related to South
Asian American students. Though more research
would be valuable and this was a small exploratory
study, this is still a big percentage.
A large majority (87%) of teachers also reported that they believed that they could benefit from learning
more about South Asian American students (chart not displayed).
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Fact Sheet for Teachers

Reading a brief list of facts about various cultural and/or religious groups certainly does not mean your work is done. But
having some culture-specific knowledge can be helpful. Here is some information to get started.

Q: Who are South Asian American students?
A: A diverse group of students who identify as South Asian and American.
South Asia means Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives,
Nepal, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.

They may may speak one
or more of hundreds of
languages (or may not).

They may be Hindu, Sikh, Jain,
Muslim, Buddhist, Christian, another
religion, or non-religious.

They may be U.S. citizens, one of many generations of Americans, or first generation.
They may identify with their South Asian heritage, or may identify as primarily (or solely) as American.
They may be brown, white, black, or any other color, and may identify as a race you do not expect.

They are diverse, and each South Asian American student is unique.
In K-12 schools,

Many South Asian American students feel their
teachers unfairly hold them to the model
minority stereotype (aka model minority myth).

Many teachers even admit they believe the model
minority myth and assume South Asian Americans
need less help than others.

…the model minority concept is false, and can cause harm

...especially to those who are furthest from the stereotype, need more support, or have greater needs.

A 2016 survey of South Asian Americans’ K-12 experiences found:
●
●
●
●

●

Nearly 80% felt that their teachers believed the model minority myth
Nearly 70% of participants reported their teachers thought they needed less help than
peers, and consequently felt their own needs went overlooked by teachers
Nearly 40% of participants reported their overall experience of school was not ideal
Nearly 60% of participants said they felt less connected to school than peers from
other cultural groups, and sometimes attributed this to not feeling understood by
teachers
Some reported that their teachers made ignorant comments to them, and in some
cases, that their teachers made blatantly racist comments to them about their
backgrounds

“But I ’m already culturally proficient!”

A 2016 survey of teachers finds over 70% of teachers say they’re already
comfortable supporting South Asian American students.
But cultural proficiency is a journey.
Nearly 60% admit they believe the model minority myth. Do you believe the myth?
Nearly 90% said more proficiency would improve their teaching. Could you improve?
Let’s commit t o improving your proficiency, and seeing each s tudent as an individual.
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Questions & Topics for Courageous Conversations
for all Educators Supporting South Asian American Students
HOW MUCH CULTURE-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE DO WE HAVE?
While knowing some culture-specific facts doesn’t make us experts, what do we know?
And, do we recognize the diversity of South Asian Americans? (There’s no single, monolithic
"South Asian" culture; South Asian Americans are extremely diverse). Do we recognize the
diversity of each individual student from SAA backgrounds?

DO WE BELIEVE THE MODEL MINORITY MYTH?
Be honest with yourself and consider whether you buy into the "Model Minority Myth”
-- and if so, consider what that belief might do to teaching/interacting with students.
Do we assume South Asian American students (or any other students) don't need help?
Do we hold any beliefs that impact the support we give them? Are we offering the
same socioemotional and academic support to all of students?
HAVE WE SET THE RIGHT TONE?
Let’s consider what kind of language we use amongst ourselves as colleagues. Let’s
also consider what kind of classroom climate we cultivate. Are we tolerant of subtle
racism? Do we allow “light-hearted” mocking of students’ backgrounds and cultures?
Do we occasionally let intolerant -- or even abusive -- language slip by, seemingly
unnoticed? Do we hold our students to a standard of respect? Do we hold our
colleagues to that standard? Ourselves?
MORE IDEAS / TOPICS
● Do we take name pronunciation seriously (see the ISAASE name guide)
● Do we read diverse literature or engage with diverse stories?
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Name Pronunciation Guide

Pronouncing names correctly is a big deal.
“[It] always started with my name. The majority of my teachers made no effort to learn to pronounce it
until they called roll for the first time. Inevitably they would publically butcher it. My first experience in
virtually every classroom was some classmates snickering about my name.”
— Fazia Rizvi, actress

You care about your students, and you would never want to do anything that contributes to a
student feeling shame and embarrassment that leads them to distance themselves from their
families, languages, and cultures. But if you're not putting in the necessary effort to pronounce
their names correctly, that might be exactly what you're doing. These are the findings from a
2012 study called “Teachers, Please Learn Our Names!: Racial Microaggressions and the K-12
Classrooms," by Rita Kohli and Daniel Solorzano. Kohli and Solorzano report: Students'
socioemotional well-being and worldview can, in fact, be negatively impacted by teachers'
failure to pronounce names properly, and can even lead students to feel embarrassment and
shame which results in their shying away from their cultures and families.
In a 2014 post, "How We Pronounce Student Names, and Why it Matters," Jennifer Gonzalez
puts it best: Mutilating someone's name is a tiny act of bigotry. Whether you intend to or not,
what you're communicating is this: Your name is different. Foreign. Weird. It's not worth my
time to get it right. It can lead to the student feeling marginalized.
“Mutilating someone’s name is a tiny act of bigotry. Whether you intend to or not, what
you’re communicating is this: Your name is different. Foreign. Weird. It’s not worth my
time to get it right.” — Jennifer Gonzalez
In a 2016 Project Bronx video, teacher Adam Levine-Peres says failing to get a student's name
right fails to establish an environment of trust, sends the message that perseverance is not
important, and shows a lack of common courtesy that communicates disrespect.
Even the National Education Association reports that minimizing the significance of trying to
get a name right is a kind of microaggression (a brief and commonplace daily verbal,
behavioral, or environmental indignities, whether intentional or not, that communicates
hostile, derogatory, or negative racial slights toward people of color).
All of this is to say: Pronouncing names correctly is a big deal.
So what's a teacher to do during pre-service week, when she or he is handed a roster of
difficult-to-pronounce names? And for the secondary education set -- who are responsible for
over a hundred students -- multiple rosters of difficult-to-pronounce names? Teachers are
Prepared for I SAASE.org by Dr. Punita Rice
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being tasked with quickly learning how to correctly pronounce (and then remember how to
pronounce) many (often, very diverse) names; this is a guide to pronouncing names. This guide
was developed over time and includes existing ideas and resources. Some of the ideas, you
may already be implementing, but others might be new. Please read this guide with an open
mind, and share it with other teachers.
PRACTICE PRONUNCIATION BEFORE DAY 1
If there are names that already look like they might be a challenge for you, try to learn how to
pronounce them before you even meet students. I recommend the Pronounce Names website
(which now offers an Android app) or Voice of America's “VOA's Pro•nounce Guide” to become
familiar with the names of the students you will interact with on a daily basis.
ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS
From Day 1, make sure you learn how to pronounce students' names correctly. You can put
your roster of names on an overhead projector or smartboard for the whole class to see and
have each student pronounce their names for you. Practice saying them in response, and write
them out phonetically on your own copy of your roster for future reference.
MAKE IT PRIVATE
You might privately ask students who use a Westernized pronunciation if they
prefer to go by a pronunciation that their own families might use. Keep in mind,
however, that many students aren't offering the pronunciation for your benefit, but
for their own comfort (it's complicated!), so listen carefully to what they prefer. For
those students who have had their own names repeatedly mispronounced, it can
become preferable to default to offering a more pronounceable version—in which case, it is
that much more critical to make your best effort to say it correctly.
Rita Kohli describes her brother's experience of having his name mispronounced for his entire
academic career -- something that can lead a person to feel they have checked a part of their
identity at the door. For those students who have had their own names repeatedly
mispronounced, it can sometimes become preferable to offer a Westernized or Americanized
pronunciation (rather than the real pronunciation) by default. In some cases, this can be for
your benefit, but in many cases, it can be tied to their sense of identity. Especially if you're
being offered an already "watered-down" version of their name, it is critical to make your best
effort to learn how to say it correctly. In either case, put in the effort.
CALL-AND-RESPONSE NAME GAME ICEBREAKER
Have each student pronounce their own names as you go down the roster while other students
repeat the name back (until everyone's got it). Put whatever spin on this you'd like, but don't
set the game up so that students whose names somehow look more complicated or foreign are
the only ones who have to participate.
CELEBRATE NAMES AND IDENTITIES
Think about ways to celebrate your students' names. The Santa Clara County Office of
Education in San Jose, CA started the My Name, My Identity campaign with the mission of
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improving teachers' pronunciation of student names, which, as the office states, is key for
"healthy social, psychological, and educational outcomes."
Think about how you can celebrate students’ names, family traditions, and cultural
backgrounds in a way that also connects to the curriculum. For example, I’ve had students
develop a “Coat of Arms” as part of a lesson related to the Middle Ages and heraldry, or design
a flag with symbols that represent their names and backgrounds during lessons related to
cultures of the world. In my English classes, I’ve had students write personal essays that delve
into the meaning or stories of their names at the beginning of the year. If you give assignments
that celebrate students’ identities early in the year, you also have the added advantage of
getting to know them early on.
EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS
Become familiar with common sounds and names from different cultures. This can happen
naturally by purposefully consuming more diverse literature and media. In an effort to
support teachers in diversifying the book lists in their own classrooms, ISAASE launched the
Brown Books Project. Increasing exposure to students’ diverse experiences, cultures, and
voices helps them become culturally proficient.
BE RESPECTFUL, AND CONTINUE FINE-TUNING
There are three types of name-mispronouncers, according to Gonzalez: 1) those who fumble
over the names, seem apologetic, and feel at fault for mispronouncing, but ultimately still fail
to get the name right; 2) those who barge ahead with their pronunciation even after being
corrected; and 3) those who recognize that getting a name correct will require effort and
continue to fine-tune their pronunciation of a name as time goes on. (The third group is the
one you want to be in!) And remember, there are a variety of “difficult” Anglo names that we as
a collective society have learned to say right (e.g. Arnold Schwarzenegger, Renée Zellweger,
Zach Galifianakis); there is no excuse not to try.
LEARN FROM YOUR MISTAKES
Mistakes are acceptable, and they will happen. The important thing is to make an effort to
learn from them. As any dedicated teacher knows, good teaching is not about doing everything
perfectly, but about constantly striving to improve our own pedagogy and compassion for our
students.
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Recommended Resources
The ISAASE Website is continuously updated with information and
resources related to supporting South Asian American students. This page
is for use on a computer with an internet connection, as the resources
below are provided as links. This document can also be accessed online -simply visit ISAASE.org/resources.
Links to Resources
Below are some specific resources and links to take you further.
● ISAASE Resources - Here is a link to the ISAASE page full of free
resources for teachers
● Data on South Asian Americans - Here is a link to the data on South
Asian American students’ experiences in K-12 schools in the U.S.
● Inspiring stories - Here is a link to our collection of profiles of
South Asian Americans & their diverse stories of success, meant to
inspire young people
● Information & resources about Sikh students - Here is a link to the
website for Kaur Foundation; they offer information about Sikhs as
well as resources specifically for educators
● South Asian mental health - Here is a link to the website for I-AM
SHAKTI, a social justice movement to help raise awareness, and
reduce the stigma around, South Asian American mental health
issues
● Information about bullying - Here is a fact sheet (PDF) about
bullying / cyberbullying from AAPA
To share a link you think should be added to this list, please contact us!
Email: contact.ISAASE@gmail.com
Online form: ISAASE.org/contact
Twitter: twitter.com/ISAASEorg
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